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Research News
As the SBRC approaches the end of its fifth year, we reflected on the cumulative outputs to date and summarised
them in an infographic. The numbers speak for themselves and do look pretty impressive. What is also impressive
is the number of post-doctoral researchers and technicians who have passed through the SBRC over the last 5
years. The centre has benefited from the inputs of many and has hopefully added career value to all who have
worked here. The SBRC continues to be industry-facing and is exploring new opportunities with companies and
continuing to develop and protect intellectual property for industrial application.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

SBRC-Nottingham iGEM team Sniffs-Out Success
A group of undergraduate students from the University of Nottingham have formed an iGEM team* to develop a
new detection system that can “sniff out” when food packaging and preservation methods fail and allow the growth
of dangerous botulinum bacteria. These bacteria can cause a type of food poisoning which may result in paralysis
or even death.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Sounds terrifying, but the largest botulism outbreak in the UK was more than 30 years ago. This resulted in the
hospitalisation of 27 people, all due to the consumption of contaminated hazelnut yogurt, which led to the shutting
down of a major company. Now food companies subject their products to rigorous trials, to determine expiry dates
in a process called challenge testing. Challenge testing involves injecting test food with bacteria in a lab to
determine whether the food preservation method is good enough to prevent bacterial growth. Companies take this
testing very seriously, as botulism food poisoning outbreaks are estimated to cost the food industry about £25
million per person!xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
*The iGEM (International Genetically Engineered Machine) competition brings together 375 teams from 45 different
countries in an event that resembles the science Olympics. iGEM offers interdisciplinary teams of students the
opportunity to design and test their own science product. The students work on biological projects that tackle issues
in their local communities and far beyond. Teams tackle real-world problems, such as antibiotic resistance and
climate change. Projects range from developing bacteria that can degrade plastics, to building a printer that allows
you to create your own bacteria! Some teams have even gone on to start successful businesses.
This year’s iGEM team from the University of Nottingham consists of ten science-loving undergraduates studying
a range of degrees, from Biotechnology to Computer Science and Mathematics. Their project, focusing on the safe
detection of botulinum bacteria in food, aims to provide a cheaper and faster alternative to current food testing
methods and could replace the need for animal testing which still takes place in many countries. In October, the
team will present their project, ‘NoTox - a nose ahead in food safety’, at a conference in Boston with over 6000
attendees. They hope to follow in the footsteps of last year’s iGEM team and bring home a gold medal!!

SBRC-Nottingham iGEM Team 2019 - going for GOLD!

iGEM website https://igem.org/
Nottingham iGEM team website https://2019.igem.org/Team:Nottingham

Responsible Research and Innovation Update

Circling Sustainability and Responsibility: Exploring Synergies between the Circular
Economy, Synthetic Biology and Responsible Research and Innovation – An
Interdisciplinary Workshop
On 2nd April 2019, Dr Carmen McLeod (SBRC Senior Research Fellow) in collaboration with Dr Sarah Hartley
(University of Exeter), organised a workshop exploring the synergies between the circular economy, the
governance framework ‘Responsible Research and Innovation’, and synthetic biology research applications. The
aim of the workshop was to capture a broader understanding of the linkages between these concepts, and what
implications this could have at both national and international policy levels. The twenty-two delegates included
social scientists and humanities researchers, bioscientists, policy makers and representatives from industry, as
well as the Ellen McArthur Foundation. Following productive and lively discussions, the workshop concluded with
a keynote lecture from Ken Webster (University of Exeter) entitled ‘Closing loops and opening minds? Is a 'circular
economy' business as usual or a harbinger of change?’ A blog post about the workshop is available on the
University of Nottingham ‘Making Science Public’ blog.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
The University of Nottingham Governance and Public Policy (GaPP) Research Priority Area and the
Nottingham Synthetic Biology Research Centre provided funding for the workshop.

Science and Technology ‘LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®’ Workshop:
Public views on using bacteria to make chemicals from waste gases

On 3rd August 2019, Dr Carmen McLeod and Dr Eleanor Hadley Kershaw (SBRC Interdisciplinary Responsible
Research and Innovation Group) organised a workshop in order to explore public views on using synthetic biology
applications to make chemicals and fuels from waste gases. The workshop used an innovative format, which
required the sixteen participants to respond to questions by building models with LEGO. Dr Stevienna de Saille
(University of Sheffield), who is a trained Lego® Serious Play® facilitator, led the workshop. Two scientists from
BIOMETCHEM also led a discussion on the work they are doing. Analysis and findings from the workshop will be
shared with scientists and industry partners in the Nottingham SBRC, BIOMETCHEM, ENGICOIN, and the CCNet
network, with the goal of encouraging further reflection and discussion about ongoing synthetic biology research.
There was positive feedback from the participants at the workshop, who enjoyed both the workshop format and the
opportunity to contribute to a discussion about synthetic biology applications.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Workshop feedback examples:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
- “It was very interactive and building things from Lego was fun and really showcased your views.”xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
- “I really enjoyed meeting and talking with the scientists”xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
- “Well-structured discussion allowing everyone to have their say”xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Funding for the workshop was provided by the Nottingham Synthetic Biology Research Centre, CCNet,
BIOMETCHEM and ENGICOIN.
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Conferences and Workshops
2019 Brazil-UK Workshop - Sustainable Chemicals and Fuels through Synthetic Biology
For 3 days in May (28 -30 May 2019) Centro Nacional de Pesquisa em Energia e Materials (CNPEM),
Campinas/SP, Brazil became home for this 100 strong, international workshop on “Sustainable Chemicals and
Fuels through Synthetic Biology” https://pages.cnpem.br/IndustrialBiotech/ .
Working with Director Eduardo do Couto e Silva and Scientific Director Mario T. Murakami, SBRCNottingham invited 30 world experts to review and debate the future of chemical and fuel production in a changing
world to an audience of more than 70 working scientists from CNPEM and the UK-BR Year of Science and
Innovation Programme Lead from the British Consulate in São Paulo, Rui Lopes.
Synthetic Biology potentially has a major role to play in replacing fossil fuels through the engineering of microbial
strains (chassis) that are better able to directly convert lignocellulosic biomass, or derivative feedstocks such as
sugar-rich hydrolysates or synthesis gas, into a more comprehensive array of products in processes
that minimise, or even eliminate, CO2 production. The objective of this workshop was to explore the numerous
options available, ranging from the:



microbial chassis available for manufacturing processes;



most attractive chemical and fuel options;



consideration of the most effective lignocellulose-derived feedstock



identity of the most efficient strategy for minimising CO2 production

The three-day workshop drew together leading UK and Brazilian synthetic biologists and industrial
biotechnologists from both academia and industry. To broaden the pool of expertise, participants were invited
from Argentina and the USA. Through the participation of relevant funding agencies (e.g., BBSRC, FAPESP, and
CONICET) from the UK, Brazil and Argentina respectively the intention was to formulate a strategy
for programmes of work that could form the basis of future funding calls.

SBRC Director Prof Nigel Minton with his delegation and host Eduardo do Couto e Silva

Featured talks from SBRC-Nottingham delegates:Professor
Nigel
Minton "CRISPR/Cas9,
TraDISand
orthogonal
expression
systems"
Professor Philippe Soucaille "Increased butanol productivity through systems & synthetic biology"
Dr Klaus Winzer "Metabolic engineeringof Cupriavidus necator H16 for the sustainable production of 3Hydroxyproprionic
acid
from
CO2"
Dr Ying Zhang "Metabolic engineeringof Geobacillus thermoglucosidasiusbacilli for the production of
chemicalsand
fuels"
Dr Katlin Kovacs Engineered microbial factories for CO2 exploitation in an integrated waste treatment platform
More details https://pages.cnpem.br/IndustrialBiotech/

The 1st International Conference on Biotechnology, Bioengineering, Biorefinary and Pollution
Prevention,
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, 1-2 August 2019
The first two days of August 2019 saw Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand open its doors to welcome
Professor Nigel Minton as one of four international keynote speakers at “The 1 st International Conference on
Biotechnology, Bioengineering, Biorefinary and Pollution Prevention”. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Hosted by Ass. Prof. Warawut Chulalaksananukul, the aim of the conference was to provide a platform for students,
researchers and academics to share knowledge in the fields of new energy technologies, recombinant DNA
methodologies and pollution prevention. As well as keynote talks, the programme included oral presentations,
panel discussions and poster presentations and was divided into topics “Microbial and Enzyme Biotechnology”,
“Environmental Biotechnology”, “Industrial Biotechnology”, “Bioinformatics and Biochemistry”, “ Genomic,
Proteomics and Genetic Engineering” and “Synthetic Biotechnology”.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Nigel’s keynote talk “Application of recombinant DNA methodologies to exploit microbes for industrial benefits”
focussed on the need to replace fossils fuels with alternatives which are clean, cheap and sustainable. He explained
how microbes could gas fermentation could utilise utilize single carbon (C1) gases (CO, CH 4 and CO2) as a
feedstock, in a process called “gas fermentation” to produce chemicals, fuels and food, while at the same time
reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Keeping Nigel company, other keynote talks were given by Prof. Piet N.L.Lens, University of Galway, Ireland; Dr
Eldon R. Rene, IHE Delt Institute for Water Education, The Netherlands; and Dr Gilles Truan, INSA, Toulouse,
France.

“I was made to feel very welcome and see this as the beginning of some fruitful
collaborations in the future”
said Nigel

SBRC Director Prof Nigel Minton with hosts and delegates

Upcoming Events
9 October 2019
Algae & Environmental Biotechnology Event (EBNet/Algae-UK)
Read more
10-13 October 2019
CCnet at New Scientist Live, ExCeL Centre, London
Read more
22-23 October 2019
International Biogas Congress & Expo, Brussels
Read more
7-8 November 2019
2nd Annual Synthetic Biology Congress, London
Read more
9 – 10 December 2019
Synthetic Biology UK 2019, University of Warwick
Read more
11-12 February 2020
CCnet Conference 1
East Midlands Conference Centre, Nottingham

New Members of Staff
Dr Victor Uhunoma Irorere is a Research Fellow at the Synthetic Biology Research Centre (SBRC),
University of Nottingham. He is working with Professor Nigel Minton and Dr Katalin Kovacs on a range
of projects involving the metabolic engineering of Cupriavidus necator, a chemoliauthotrophic bacteria,
for the production of bioplastics with desirable physico-chemical properties from carbon dioxide and
other waste streams, using technologies such as gas fermentation. Victor completed his Master’s
degree in Applied Microbiology and Biotechnology from the University of Wolverhampton in 2011. His
MSc project on the microbial conversion of waste cooking oil to bioplastic was featured in several
bulletins and scientific reports including the BBC radio 4 in 2013. He was subsequently employed by
the University of Wolverhampton, working on various projects including the fermentative production and
application of a range of microbial biopolymers and the chemical synthesis of zeolitic materials, for the
treatment of greenhouse gas emissions. Victor went on to study for his doctorate degree in Microbial
Biotechnology and Biochemistry at Ulster University and was awarded his PhD in July 2019. He
presently has over 12 publications in high impact journals.

Public Engagement and Outreach
I'm Scientist - Get Me Out of Here
by Christian Gude*
I’m a scientist – get me out of here is a monthly online event that brings together scientists based in the UK with
students aged 10 – 16. In a competition-style format, students ask questions in live chat sessions and on-forum
and get to vote who their favorite scientist is.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
I joined the event for a month because I feel very passionately about science - and not just my own scientific efforts,
but also about helping the next generation of young scientists to pursue their curiosity and ideas, regardless of
their social background or their current grades. Because puberty is often adifficult phase for young minds, during
which many struggle with the idea of soon having to make “adult” decisions about their place in this world and their
future careers, I wanted to offer a voice of encouragement in a time that is often defined by doubts and
misconceptions.
I was challenged with many great questions – some were about science in general (When will the next ice age
happen?”), some were about my project (“How do you make plastics from CO2?”), some about my own career path
(Why did you want to be a scientist?”) and some personal (What is your favourite animal?). It was a great joy to
answer all these questions and many more and I can only wholeheartedly recommend the experience.
I learned to talk about my work in more layman-friendly terms without sacrificing too much scientific accuracy and
often remembered how I felt when I was fourteen years old and had too many questions to ask about how
everything worked than could be easily answered. And aren’t the best questions always the ones that we have to
admit we cannot answer at all?xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Perhaps the best one I was asked about my project was from a thirteen-year-old girl from Northern Ireland. She
asked me: “It’s great that you make plastics from waste gases and I understand that this is more sustainable, but
aren’t plastics bad for our oceans?”xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Having one’s own research put into a critical perspective by young students is a fantastic experience that teaches
us that even though we may be out of school, we have never stopped learning from others.
*Author Info: Christian Gude joined the SBRC DTP in 2016. His BBSRC/EPSRC funded project revolves around
metabolic engineering of Cupriavidus necator to produce precursors for plastic production from industrial waste
gases, such as CO2.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

SBRC PhD student with his iconic certificate and mug

Wonder 2019 - A Community Event to Amaze and Inspire
On Saturday 15th June, the University of Nottingham threw its doors open to over 5000 curious minds of all ages
for a day of hands-on fun at “Wonder 2019”. This year’s Wonder was particularly exciting, celebrating the 150th
anniversary of the Periodic Table of the Elements and providing a brilliant way to showcase some of the aweinspiring work done on campus with more than 100 activities, talks and events.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
SBRC/CCnet’s contribution to day focused on “Carbon” with our own original board game “Game of
Fuels”. Thanks to the help of our lab coat-clad volunteers:- Abubaker Madika, Rajan Patel, Jake Yeboah, Joanna
Steczynska, Gareth Little, Francois Seys, Andrew Dempster, Amaury Montarnal and Jacque Minton, approximately
224 toddlers, teens and townspeople enjoyed learning about fossil fuels, greenhouse gases, global warming and
research into biofuels and low carbon fuels.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

SBRC volunteers demonstrate "The Game of Fuels"

“It was a brilliant game, I would do it again”
“Helpful facilitator”
Work Experience in SBRC
Between July 8-12 the SBRC provided a work experience for a Year 12 student from Winchester College. The
student, Sean shadowed the work of Ms Temiloluwa Daike to learn about synthetic biology and bacterial cell-cell
communication.
“I was lucky enough to be able to shadow some research concerning my interest in quorum sensing in Dr Winzer’s
group at the Synthetic Biology Research Centre Nottingham. I feel that not only was this a greatly enjoyable
experience but that it was also an equally helpful one. The student whom I shadowed was kind and patient enough
to explain the details which I didn't understand. Through her explanations and demonstrations, I learnt of protocols
and equipment which I had never even heard of before. I believe that having the opportunity to discuss questions
with the people there, who have years more of experience and knowledge than me, has been incredibly helpful.
Having observed some research, I realized that I had many misconceptions concerning this field. However, looking
back on my week at Nottingham, this experience has helped me realize and reconfirm that science is the field for
me.” said Seanxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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